Overview
France and many European countries have been committed for several years to an ambitious energy transition. And the energy crisis that Europe is currently experiencing is a reminder that getting out of fossil fuels is not just a climate imperative. To achieve the ambitious objectives of this transition, many countries have put in place support schemes for renewable energies to accelerate investment. However, in recent years, many support schemes have been revised or retracted suddenly and unexpectedly (Boomsma and Linnerud, 2015). The massive introduction of renewable and variable sources requires a rethinking of the business model of network operators. With the opening of electricity markets to competition, there is a problem of coordination of investment in the grid and investments of competitive parties. Investment coordination is becoming increasingly relevant in countries that are restructuring their industries towards a greater share of renewable electricity generation. This raises the important question of how these sunk investment decisions should be coordinated in a context of regulatory instability in renewable energy support mechanisms.

Method
We assess the optimal coordination of the grid operator's investment choices under a regulated monopoly and analyze the strategic behavior of renewable generators who face a double constraint: instability of support schemes and grid unavailability. We consider three active actors in the system: the grid operator, the new conventional and the renewable. Through a three-stage strategic game, we develop a benchmark model where the operator is proactive and then confront it with an alternative model where the operator is reactive. We use dynamic stochastic modeling to formalize the choices of the actors as a mathematical program with equilibrium constraints. And the mixed complementarity problem technique is then used to solve the subproblems of the game and find the equilibrium at each step.

Results
We find that renewable investments are conditioned on one side by the stability of price signals related to renewable specific regulatory incentives and by the expected grid availability on the other side. The decision to invest or not in renewable energy depends on the level of its marginal revenue compared to its unit investment cost. This marginal revenue depends strongly on the premium and its rational probability distribution. These two parameters internalize the incentives specific to renewable energy as well as the predictability of their sustainability. We then show that renewable-related network investments are only efficient if the price signals from renewable regulation are sufficient. Finally, we find that the price signal of renewable-specific regulation must offset the gap between the social investment cost of renewable and the opportunity cost of not having renewable, to trigger the necessary investments. Therefore, we find an original result of the study that highlights a threshold level of renewable-specific grid extension at which a reactive operator is more beneficial to welfare than a proactive operator. When network costs are significant, the reactive operator is socially more beneficial. And this result is even more valid when renewable technologies are more mature and/or when network operationalization times are short.

Conclusion
Contrary to much of the literature, we find that a reactive operator is socially beneficial when renewable technologies are fairly mature or when grid costs are significant. In this period of energy crisis, strong regulatory signals related to incentives are needed to encourage new investments in renewable but also in flexibility technologies such as electric vehicles which will be the subject of our next paper.
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